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Abstract In order to be successful, enterprises have to adapt quickly to new

opportunities and threats. They have to take smart decisions and execute fast.

Innovation and agility become main success factors. The Management of Process

Excellence (MPE) is a key enabler. It leads to a functioning “real-time enterprise”.

MPE links enterprise strategy with people and technology for the highest opera-

tional performance. Technologies such as Service Oriented Architectures (SOA)

or the Web 2.0 support this approach. Knowledge assets such as reference models

increase productivity again. The resulting next generation enterprise is ready for

long-term success. This chapter discusses MPE, an approach to achieve agility and

innovation through Business Process Management. It describes the relation

between process management and innovation and how next generation process

automation can support that effort. Finally, an appropriate process governance

approach for MPE is presented.

1 Management of Process Excellence (MPE) Requirements

and Approach

The requirements for the Management of Process Excellence (MPE) (Kirchmer

2008) result from its specific goals. MPE takes a holistic Business Process Man-

agement (BPM) approach and focuses it on achieving two key goals:

l Innovation
l Agility
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Consequently, MPE is closely linked to an organization’s strategy. It transfers

strategic requirements into operational working processes, fast and effectively. A

company following a traditional BPM approach may launch a process automation

initiative to achieve a cost reduction. However, when later on new products have to

be launched, the automated processes may not be flexible enough to handle that

situation. An organization following an MPE approach would, from the beginning

on, drive an automation initiative in a way that leads to a flexible process execution,

using technologies that allow an easy adaptation to changing requirements,while

still achieving the desired cost effects. This flexibility can, for example, be achieved

by using a process repository with all process-related documentation as basis for the

automation. The resulting transparency enables the required flexibility.

MPE must achieve two important key outcomes:

l Enable smart decisions regarding strategy and operations – in other words, high-

quality decisions made in a timely manner
l Ensure the fast execution of the actions resulting from those decisions

MPE Not only does clarify strategic direction, align resources, and increase

discipline, as “traditional” BPM approaches do but it also provides quality infor-

mation in the required time frame to support the right decisions on all levels of an

organization and delivers the infrastructure necessary to ensure the fast execution of

resulting tasks, making change easier.

MPE must ensure the desired results at the lowest cost level, reflecting manage-

ment’s desire to get “more for less” (Spanyi 2006). Only the economically feasible

approach is relevant in practice. Therefore, MPE requires the use of available

standards and best practices wherever possible, based on an approach known as

“open BPM” (Kirchmer 2007). This “open” approach leads to high flexibility

around the process lifecycle because of the integration of the various process-

management phases. This is achieved in a cost-efficient way by establishing an

appropriate process management organization and governance to identify and roll

out the necessary standards applied through Open BPM. Examples are architecture

standards or standards for modeling methods and tools, process automation engines,

or business activity monitoring (BAM) systems.

The MPE approach is illustrated in Fig. 1. It has been developed based on

Scheer’s ARIS Three Level Framework for Process Excellence (Jost and Scheer

2002; Kirchmer and Scheer 2004; Scheer 1998a, 1998b), a widely used general

approach for business process lifecycle management. In addition to this and other

general approaches (e.g., Kirchmer and Scheer 2004), MPE places explicit focus on

innovation and agility. Every phase of the process lifecycle has to be aligned with

those objectives; other process goals are reflected as “sub-objectives”. The entire

“process of process management” is organized appropriately. This creates the basis

for a high-performance business. MPE underlines BPM’s role of enabler for

innovation and agility.

MPE begins with the business process strategy of an organization. The process

strategy transfers the overall business strategy into appropriate process structures.
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First, the main business processes of a company are identified. Next, innovations

and their general process impacts are defined, delivering the basis for the definition

of the business process structure and the related process goals. Result is a process

map identifying a company’s end-to-end processes. Innovation areas as well as

processes and sub-processes that are especially important to achieve competitive

advantage are identified using this process map. The overall goals can be described

using concepts such as the “balanced scorecard” (Kaplan and Norton 1996). The

underlying application system architecture is planned accordingly, supporting the

required agility. This means flexible application architecture with componentized

systems are preferred to huge monolithic applications that are difficult to adjust. All

aspects combined set the guideline and strategic direction for a process-centric

organization focused on innovation and agility. The guideline and direction deliver

the overall structure for all process-related activities in the following phases of

MPE. The process strategy provides basis for the overall governance for the

organization of process management.

The strategic guideline is passed to the process design phase, where the

business processes are specified in detail. Here, the approach of the “process

factory” is used to develop process models as efficiently and effectively as possible

to ensure the highest agility in the day-to-day process management activities. A

process factory is an “industrialized” environment to support the development and

the systematic reuse of process models (Kirchmer 2008). Core is an integrated

Fig. 1 MPE approach
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process model repository that stores the process-related “knowledge assets” in an

easy-to-use format. Thus, a process design can be quickly modified and used as

input in the other phases of the process life cycle. Every process initiative delivers

its design results in the repository format so that it can be reused in other initiatives.

An important aspect is the use of process reference models as starting points for

process design (Fettke and Loos 2007). This reduces modeling time and increases

model quality. A process factory is necessary to ensure a quick move from strategy

to the implementation and execution phase while still having sufficient time to focus

on desired process innovations. In the design phase, business processes must be

specified in detailed and consistent descriptions, which can be used to drive the

process implementation and execution. In other words, the created knowledge assets

must include all relevant information about the processes to be executed to support

the close link between strategy and execution. The result is a process blueprint

consisting of business process models that form the enterprise’s process knowledge

assets and drive the following phases of the business process life cycle.

Based on these process models, all physical and information-processing activ-

ities of a process are implemented within an enterprise and across organizational

boundaries. The results are intra- and inter-enterprise processes, ready for execu-

tion. The implementation can be carried out based on IT to support the following

automated execution or manual execution through people. Generally, it is a mixture

of both: automation may deliver the necessary speed and efficiency to be agile;

manual steps provide the required flexibility and adaptability. Some parts of a

process may even need to be executed in teams [e.g., brainstorming activities in a

research department (Harmon 2007)] to ensure the appropriate creativity to support

innovation activities. This implementation phase includes the software configu-

ration or development, as well as the people change management, consisting of

information, communication, and training (Kirchmer and Scheer 2003). For the

implementation phase, it is important to have the process design in a format that

enables a very time-efficient implementation, so that the execution can start

quickly. This can be ensured through the aforementioned process factory approach.

During the implementation phase, the organization goes through a transformation

process to achieve the defined innovation and agility.

During the process execution phase, processes are executed based on the imple-

mented IT or people resources. The software systems can be standard application

packages, such as enterprise resource planning (ERP), supply chain management

(SCM), or customer relationship management (CRM) systems, that primarily

support best practice processes. Alternatively, processes can be executed based

on more flexible application solutions, such as next-generation business process

automation systems, based on a service-oriented architecture (SOA). An MPE

approache has to ensure that all processes identified in the process strategy as

“innovation candidates” are executed using application systems with the highest

flexibility so that they can be easily adjusted to the necessary change. The people-

based execution may be supported by continuous learning and talent management

initiatives, for example, through computer-based training approaches or regular
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face-to-face training initiatives. The execution has to deliver the targeted innova-

tion and agility.

The actual executed processes are measured and controlled in the process

monitoring and controlling phase of MPE. In order to do that efficiently, systems

for BAM should be used. If there are negative differences observed between the

actual values and the planned KPIs that were defined based on the goals identified in

the process strategy, action must be taken. Either a “continuous process improve-

ment” (CPI) is initiated through the process design phase (the design is improved to

meet the defined goals and passed on to implementation and then to execution) or

the situation is resolved on a strategic level if the business environment has changed

significantly. This phase of MPE overlaps with the execution phase. In this moni-

toring and controlling phase, process performance improvement methodologies,

such as Six Sigma (Snee and Hoerl 2003; Harmon 2003), Lean, or combinations of

such approaches (George 2003), can be implemented. This phase delivers necessary

information about the execution to ensure smart decisions based on process KPIs. It

enables a continuous focus on the goals defined in the process strategy and helps

measure the success of the implemented innovation and agility.

An organization can begin a BPM initiative at any of the phases of MPE. Of

course, the typical entry point is process strategy, followed by the analysis and

design of processes. However, there are more and more organizations starting with

the monitoring and controlling of existing processes, which lead to strategy and

process design. The implementation of a process-based software solution can also

serve as a starting point. The decision about the MPE starting point should be based

on the company-specific situation: the current needs and budgeted initiatives, the

political situation, the staffing situation, and similar aspects.

In many cases, companies select a two-step approach and begin with a pilot

project focused on one or two processes. The first nucleus of a process organization,

for example, in the form of a Center of Excellence is established. Based on the

result, the entire MPE approach can be rolled out. Whatever starting point is chosen,

it is important to envision the entire MPE concept, so every initiative becomes a

building block of a successful overall MPE approach.

The design phase, including the process strategy, and the implementation phase

comprise the process build-time activities. In this instance, companies created the

ability to act fast in order to achieve MPE’s goal of “fast execution.” The process

execution, as well as the monitoring and controlling phase, consist of the run-time

activities of the process life cycle. They deliver the necessary information to ensure

timely and high-quality decisions.

All phases of MPE should be supported by available BPM software, especially

modeling software and repositories (as required by the process factory). The data

volume to be handled by BPM activities and MPE’s specific demand for speed and

high-quality information make this request even more important. The necessary

integration and consistency of process-related knowledge, especially the business

process models, cannot be achieved manually.
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2 Innovation: Key Target of MPE

To master the continuous changes and new developments of today’s business

environment, innovation – especially business process innovation – has become

a core focus area for successful organizations. To ensure long-term survival, an

enterprise must make innovation part of day-to-day business. Only then, can

enterprises attain desired revenue and profit stability and growth and high perfor-

mance. Consequently, business processes have to be managed in a way to support

and drive innovation. MPE makes innovation a key target. But what exactly do

processes and innovation have to do with each other? That question has to be

clarified to be able to organize MPE appropriately.

More and more companies are built on the principles of process innovation. Dell,

for example, did not invent the PC. But it did invent new business processes to bring

PCs to market, eliminating unnecessary steps in the supply chain, while offering

more flexibility and control to the customer. These processes have become Dell’s

main differentiator in the competitive marketplace. Process innovation was the

basis for starting and growing this company. Amazon.com did not invent the book,

but it introduced a now-popular process of buying books online from the comfort of

your living room. This is a process innovation based on the Internet with its new

technical capabilities. eBay did not invent the auction, but its online, easy-to-use

processes increased the popularity of the auction. This is again a process innovation

as the basis for a new business.

Traditional companies are also focusing on process innovation. For example,

enterprises in the machinery industries offer more convenient and reliable service

processes based on Internet connections to their clients or directly to the delivered

equipment. Airlines have simplified the ticketing process to reduce cost and

increase, or at least stabilize, service levels through online ticketing. This is a

process innovation that eventually became the standard, an industry best practice.

Banks reduce cost and improve their service levels through online banking.

Business process innovation is clearly of the highest importance for every

company. But what is it all about? How do “innovation” and “business processes”

really fit together? Innovation is defined as the act of “introducing something new.”

A useful structure of innovation is proposed by Davila et al. (2006). According to

them, innovation has two major directions:

l Business model innovation
l Technology innovation

Business model innovation includes a new or modified value proposition, new

business processes (especially in the supply chain), or new target customers and

markets. Let us look at a few examples. Levis Strauss & Co. introduced denim

jeans. Because of the company’s new process of putting rivets in pants for strength,

jeans were introduced as working clothes for farmers and factory workers. Since the

first introduction of the denim jeans, the company’s value proposition has changed

and evolved as denim jeans have become an expensive fashion product. In its PC
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offerings, Dell’s value proposition was the convenient custom configuration and

ordering of products – the supply chain processes eliminated dealer networks and

enabled individual configuration by the client, while the target customers remained,

more or less, the same as those of competitors. The opening of new markets for

existing offerings is another kind of business model innovation. If a company has

always sold to the US market, but now decides to also deliver products to Europe,

this is a form of business model innovation (new market). Sometimes, the profit

formula is considered as an additional component of the business model; however,

it may also be seen as part of other elements (e.g., aspect of the general value

proposition).

Technology innovation has the following levers: offerings, including products and

services; process technologies; and enabling technologies. New product technologies

(e.g., the introduction of digital cameras) are some of the most obvious forms of

innovation. Process technologies support efficient and effective business processes.

ERP systems, for example, were able to make specific processes more efficient and

effective. Supporting technologies improve either product or process technologies.

For example, the development of efficient relational databases supported the

development of integrated application software, especially the aforementioned ERP

systems.

Innovation in the fields of processes and process technologies show the direct link

between “process” and “innovation.” But the other forms of innovation also lead to

new processes. New value propositions and expansion into new markets require

appropriate business processes. A product innovation generally leads to new produc-

tion or distribution processes. The result is an indirect link between “business

processes” and “innovation.” Basically, any form of innovation requires new or

modified business processes and needs business process innovation: processes with

new structures, more accurate, granular or timely data, new organizational respon-

sibilities, new functions or superior process deliverables. MPE supports innovation

by encouraging an innovation focus in each phase of the process life cycle: the

process management is organized in a way that it makes the changes required by

innovation easy, for example, by identifying the innovation areas already in the

process strategy, applying the concept of the process factory in the design, using

flexible automation architectures like SOA, or measuring processes effectively

through BAM.

The levers of innovation are shown in Fig. 2.

But how does an enterprise organize innovation? Once again, the answer is

BPM: the management of innovation within an enterprise is a business process in

and of itself. This process must be defined, implemented, executed and controlled

just like any other business process. It goes through the same process life cycle. The

“innovation process” has to be a key process to be managed by MPE.

An example of one such innovation process is shown in Fig. 3. The process

develops from the preparation of an innovation initiative, to the “idea finding” acti-

vities, and finally to the execution of the innovation idea. The innovation manager

identifies relevant mega trends and, based on those, the relevant innovation fields.

These innovation fields guide the definition of the company-specific innovation
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focus. This focus directs the “idea finding”, using internal and external resources.

The innovation ideas are evaluated, and the most interesting ones become innova-

tion projects. These projects develop prototypes and business cases based on the

innovation idea. Then, the innovation team can decide which innovation ideas will

be brought to market, or the ideas that will actually become innovations.

Owing to the importance of process innovation, the innovation process must

support this form of innovation effectively. For many traditional companies, this

will require a big shift because they formerly thought of innovation in terms of

technology innovation, especially product innovation. This shift can be supported
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by selecting the appropriate external partners, like universities or research institu-

tions, to participate in the innovation process.

When implementing and improving an innovation process, it is of highest

importance to accelerate the time until the innovation can be introduced into the

market. This reduces innovation cost and increases the probability of high-revenue

effects (George et al. 2005; Johnson and Suskewicz 2008). AnMPE approach has to

optimize the innovation process regarding cycle times.

Hammer, the renowned BPM thought leader, recognized that operational inno-

vation, or business process innovation, is not easy to achieve. For a successful

innovation process, he recommends six key factors (Hammer 2005):

l Business process focus, from the beginning of an innovation initiative
l Definition of process owners, including a senior executive who can make change

happen
l Full-time design team
l Managerial engagement, ensuring the implementation of the innovation
l Building buy-in
l Bias for action

Once a process innovation has been implemented, one must recognize that the

interrelation with other processes may require additional change. Therefore, one pro-

cess innovation initiative may immediately trigger the next process change project.

The innovation process can be centralized in an organization or carried out

in decentralized units. The more effective approach has to be defined based on a

company’s specific strategy. This is especially true for organizations working in a

global business environment an important topic (Bartlett and Ghoshal 2002).

MPE provides a business infrastructure with the flexibility necessary to facilitate

innovation, especially business process innovation. It sets the parameters so that an

organization is able to react to change efficiently and effectively. Process innova-

tion is simply a special driver of such change.

3 Information Technology Enabling the Execution of MPE

Most business processes within an organization are at least partially supported by IT.

The IT support influences the management of those processes and can encourage or

hinder innovation and agility. ERP, CRM, SCM, or similar systems are present in one

or the other way in almost every enterprise. Many executives are already considering

new IT architectures based on SOA or are in the midst of such an implementation.

Some companies even take these ideas to the next level, such as those working

toward the use of Web 2.0 applications. But what does it all mean? How do these IT

components fit into MPE – or better, why does MPE require their use?

During the last 10–15 years, an increasing number of business processes have

been supported by standard software packages, such as ERP, SCM or CRM systems

(Kirchmer 1999). The most popular are ERP systems, covering the majority of a
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company’s operational activities, such as sales, material management, production

planning and control, maintenance, asset management, finance, financial control-

ling, human resources, etc. The use of standard software has numerous advantages

when compared to individually developed software systems.

A key advantage of these “traditional” standard software solutions is that they

not only deliver technology to execute a specific process but also provide best

business practices. The software reflects its vendor’s business knowledge regarding

a certain topic or industry, as well as the experience of the vendor with other cus-

tomers in the same area.

The successful use of standard software, such as ERP systems, implies the

design and execution of business processes according to the delivered best practices

of the software solution. If you buy an ERP system, you don’t just purchase a piece

of technology; you also buy a set of predefined business processes. In turn, you have

to adapt at least part of your organization to the requirements of the software-based

business processes. For example, you may be forced to create some material master

data before you send out a procurement order. ERP systems include a process

definition that is more or less coded in the software. The software only allows very

limited changes or adjustments of its process definition. These adjustments can be

done during the software configuration through the setting of specific parameters.

This is a key task of ERP implementation activities.

Modifications to the delivered process logic often result in modification to

software that lead in most cases, to tremendous cost. Many of the advantages of

standard software are lost if you decide to modify that software. However, most of

the standard systems allow the integration of “add-on software” through predefined

interfaces. But this is, in many cases, insufficient, especially for the support of a

process that is critical to achieving competitive advantage that is important for

process innovation. As a result, new business processes are not adequately sup-

ported by traditional software solutions, which leads to negative impacts on the

process performance. This is obviously not consistent with an MPE approach.

Key processes tend to be strongly influenced by a company’s specific offerings

(products or services) and the related market demands, so standard software applica-

tions such as ERP cannot deliver the required best-possible IT support because they

reflect the needs of wider user communities. SOA offer a solution for those needs.

They enable separation of the business process design and support through appropri-

ate software applications or application components delivered as so-called services

(we will use “service” as synonym for an application software component, delivering

specific results needed to support one or several functions of a business process). This

means that application software can be used exactly as required by business pro-

cesses. SOA provides the environment to link the required application components

and exchange data as necessary to support the overlying business processes design

(Kirchmer and Scheer 2004; Woods 2003; Kalakota and Robinson 2003; Woods and

Mattern 2006). This enables the execution of next-practice business processes, that of

business process innovation. In other words, it is IT for business process innovation,

as Woods andMattern, some of the first authors of a book about SOA, describe SOA

(2006) – a perfect fit to support the goals of innovation and agility of MPE.
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The use of SOA can lead to significant reductions in IT maintenance costs

because expensive program-to-program interfaces of traditional software environ-

ments are avoided. All software components are simply linked into the integration

environment of the SOA (Woods and Mattern 2006). This resolves many of the

issues of extending ERP systems through add-on applications supporting enter-

prise-specific processes or sub-processes.

These integration capabilities are also the basis for the reuse of software

components in the case of custom developments, thus resulting in cost savings.

Once a software component or service is developed, it can be used to support

several processes. It can be part of another integrated process-oriented software

system.

The true value of SOA, however, is only delivered when the environment is used

to support business change, to enable agility and process innovation. MPE enables

this business-driven use of SOA by integrating it in the “process factory” and use

the process models stored in the repository to drive the SOA configuration. The

process design can be improved and cost and time efficiently implemented, through

the selection and adjustment of the application components needed to support the

specific processes. New “services” can be added, and others deleted or modified,

according to the requirements of the business processes. The same procedure can be

used to realize completely new or strongly modified processes, thus enabling

business process innovation. SOA can be used to support the fast execution of

process designs, reflecting strategic directions. Thus, SOA plays a critical role of

transferring strategy into operational performance through MPE.

New IT architectures are clearly driven by the World Wide Web (WWW). The

common opinion that the Internet hype would end after the burst of the dot-com

bubble in 2001 has been proven wrong. On the contrary, Web capabilities have

continuously improved, and the ability to bring people and organizations together in

communities has become more important than ever (Fingar 2006). The new gener-

ation of WWW capabilities is often called “Web 2.0.” Web 2.0 can be perceived as

the second generation of Web-based communities and hosted services, which aim

to facilitate creativity, collaboration, and the sharing of ideas and data between

users. The term was created and promoted in a conference organized by O’Reilly

Media in 2004 (O’Reilly 2005).

There are already many current initiatives to transfer the capabilities of Web 2.0

into the business world, targeting enterprise clients. The result is the “Enterprise 2.0”

(McAffee 2006). Enterprise 2.0 is a company using the capabilities of Web 2.0 for

its business purposes (Kemsley 2010).

The Enterprise 2.0+ is highly integrated with the business environment,

as shown in Fig. 4. A company may be member of many online communities.

Imagine using an environment like Youtube to exchange business process models.

Instead of posting videos, companies could post process models representing

their organization’s best business practices or other interesting process ideas. This

could facilitate the exchange of business experiences within and across specific

industries – which would become an important factor to support MPE’s design of

innovative processes.
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The Web 2.0 environment could be utilized to make the Enterprise 2.0+ part of a

powerful virtual organization. For example, one could create an innovation network

around the company, including customers, partners, research institutes, universities,

etc. The exchange of ideas could be organized through blogs.

Until now, most information systems received necessary data through human

interaction. For example, a person enters the shipping data of orders. This is often

very costly and leads to delays. New technologies, such as radio frequency identifi-

cation (RFID), enable the automated creation of that data. For example, once

containers are loaded into a ship, this information is automatically transferred

through RFID into a software system and from there becomes available through

the Web. The result is an “intelligent environment” or the “internet of things”

(Fleisch et al. 2005; Mattern 2005), which ultimately leads to business processes

that enable innovation and high performance.

This intelligent environment closes the gap between the real and the virtual

world step by step. Once you have more and more information about the real world

digitized, you can start using this information as building blocks for a virtual world,

allowing the realistic test of new business process as described above. And, the

boundaries between the real and virtual worlds then begin the blur.

The Enterprise 2.0+ is clearly a perfect environment for MPE. It permanently

delivers the information necessary for timely decisions and supports the almost

real-time execution of the resulting actions. Strategy and operational performance

are closely integrated. Agility and innovation are strongly encouraged. Therefore,

MPE requires an early adaptation of the Enterprise 2.0 approach.

Fig. 4 Enterprise 2.0+ – Integrated with business environment
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A key challenge of Enterprise 2.0+ is finding the appropriate governance model.

Web 2.0 empowers people and encourages creativity. But how do you ensure that

they still work toward the company’s goals? A traditional governance model,

consisting of many inflexible rules and policies, does not work in such an environ-

ment. The Enterprise 2.0+ could utilize a governance model similar to that of the

online encyclopedia Wikipedia. Users are guided through common goals and

control themselves. However, it is clear that an enterprise is more complex, so

the governance has to be more refined. But the direction is demonstrated by Web

2.0 communities like Wikipedia.

4 Business Process Governance for MPE

Business process governance (BPG) is a set of guidelines focused on organizing all

BPM activities and initiatives of an organization in order to manage all of its business

processes (Kirchmer 2005; Kirchmer and Spanyi 2007; Markus and Jacobson 2010).

The resulting governance framework provides the frame of reference to guide

organizational units of an enterprise and ensure responsibility and accountability

for adhering to the BPM approach, thus to follow theMPE philosophy. Therefore, the

definition of appropriate governance and governance organizations is a key element

of MPE and a differentiator to other approaches. Scheer and Brab€ander (2010)

suggest an alternative view on business process governance by proposing an

“accountability framework”.

BPG involves the following components:

l A high-level model of an organization’s key processes
l Clarification of high-level goals to frame the definition of KPIs that will be

used to monitor the performance of these business processes; this includes

innovation-related goals
l Accountability for the innovation, improvement, and management of business

processes
l A clear formal structure for the description of business processes and the related

aspects (enterprise or business process architecture)
l An outline of the infrastructure necessary for MPE
l Aligned recognition and reward systems
l The set of priorities in innovating and improving key business processes

The primary objective of BPG is to set the stage for the effective deployment of

BPM to create value for customers, shareholders, and other stakeholders. BPG

ensures that BPM delivers consistent business results to satisfy and exceed the

expectations of an organization. BPG is responsible for the management of the

BPM process. This means you implement MPE through BPG (Kirchmer 2008).

MPE again drives the success of all other business processes, specifically core

processes relevant for a company’s competitive positioning. The relation between

BPG and BPM is explained in Fig. 5.
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BPG is relevant for all phases of MPE: design, implementation, execution, as

well as monitoring and controlling of processes. Each phase of MPE is guided by

BPG, leading to its overall orchestration. These guidelines may target the content of

process models (e.g., identifying and mitigating risks) or purely formal aspects of

BPM (e.g., each function of a process model must be assigned to the responsible

and accountable organizational unit).

An example of a BPG guideline for process design is “graphically identify

operational risk in process models.” A process implementation example is “deploy-

ing the related business application software (ERP, SCM, CRM, etc.) to support the

business processes” (Kirchmer and Scheer 2004) (resulting in a “process-oriented

implementation”). “Any change of the process workflow must be approved by the

managers of the involved departments” is an example of a guideline for process

execution. “Benchmarks for process KPIs have to be checked and, if necessary,

updated every 6 months” guides the CPI in the controlling phase of MPE.

What is the broader background of BPG? BPG is the required foundation to

assure the sustainability of process innovation and improvements and the continuous

focus on creating value for all stakeholders, such as customers, business partners,

employees, and shareholders. The importance of governance has already been

recognized in one-time improvements to individual business processes, such as

order to cash, source to pay or new product development. Its importance increases

significantly when an organization decides to deploy MPE on an enterprise level for

competitive advantage.

Business Process Governance

Business Process Management

A high level model of an organization’s key process

Clarity on the high level goals as basis to define process KPIs

Accountability for the improvement and management of processes

A clear formal structure for the description of processes

Infrastructure for BPM

Aligned recognition and award system

Set of priorities in improving key business processes

Design Processes

Guide-
lines Feedback

Implement Processes

Execute Processes

Manage and control Processes

Fig. 5 Relation of BPG and Business Process Management
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BPG ensures and guides the enterprise-specific execution of MPE. It is an

essential component of leadership; therefore, general principles for execution of

strategies and management tasks must be considered when defining BPG for an

organization (Bossidy and Charan 2002):

l Know your people and your business
l Insist on realism
l Set clear goals and priorities
l Follow through
l Reward the doers
l Expand the capabilities of your employees

To develop BPG for an organization, it is crucial that the leadership team knows

the people and the business of an enterprise within the context of key business

processes. A focus on realism and achieving a shared understanding of the organiza-

tion’s business processes are required when developing BPG guidelines; otherwise,

the guidelines are worthless. At a minimum, the leadership team must have a

common understanding of the high-level business processes, including clarity on

organizational responsibilities, deliverables, inputs, outputs, key functional steps,

dependencies, and KPIs. Within BPG, clear goals and priorities must be set so that

people’s efforts in executing MPE activities are as effective as possible and that

appropriate attention is set on innovation and agility. BPG ensures that business

performance management activities create value, and the “doers” or people, who get

them done, are rewarded. This really makes BPM a part of the how the organization

completes work. BPG should include guidelines for training and education to

expand the capabilities of employees, and call attention to the importance of

cross-functional collaboration to properly equip people involved in BPM.

The leaders of organizations that chose to deploy MPE as a management disci-

pline appreciate that value is created and work is accomplished via the organiza-

tion’s business processes. They recognize the importance of MPE to topics, such as

strategy, growth, and the integration of mergers and acquisitions. These topics

typically preoccupy the thoughts of leadership teams – the people of an organization

responsible for making MPE happen – in high-performance businesses.

Thoughtful leaders recognize that MPE enables the clearer formulation and

execution of strategy. As far back as 1985, Michael Porter emphasized the concept

of the value chain and noted, “Activities, then, are the basics of competitive

advantage. Overall advantage or disadvantage results from all of a company’s

activities, not only a few” and then went on to say, “The essence of strategy is

choosing to perform activities differently than rivals do” (Porter 1996). Organiza-

tional strategy drives the design of BPG and MPE enables the execution of strategy.

This aspect supports MPE’s key role as the link between strategy and operations,

which will drive high performance for the organization.

When it comes to sustainable organic growth and innovation, leaders also

recognize that MPE is equally important. Rapid, sustainable growth requires a

systemic view of the business and broad collaboration, which requires immense

effort from many firms. The design of BPG must recognize that focusing on goals,
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such as flawless delivery responsiveness, is essential in providing existing products

or services to existing or new markets.

When growth is planned through mergers or acquisitions, the integration phase is

essential to success. Perceptive leaders appreciate that an important reason for the

success of mergers or acquisitions is the ability of the merged firm to perform for and

meet the needs of their customers. It is in the “integration phase” thatMPE can play an

enabling role. This is related to the fact that merged firms often have an opportunity to

gather specific information on comparative core business processes and their relative

health, and address customer facing issues in the premerger due diligence period.

MPE makes M&A initiatives innovation projects, creating a new organization that

uses systematically synergies between the merging companies by providing the

transparency, for example, though the process repositories used in the process factory.

BPG plays a key role in MPE and enabling high performance for an enterprise.

Organizations elect to invest energy in establishing BPG because it is the manage-

ment infrastructure that enables them to address critical topics, such as strategy,

growth, and the integration of mergers and acquisitions through the improvement

and management of the corporation’s core business processes. BPG sets the stage

to achieve competitive advantage through MPE. It moves MPE to a consequent

support of innovation and agility.

In the previously described concept of the Enterprise 2.0+, BPG must be adapted

by focusing on goals and general directions regarding the MPE activities, while still

addressing the aforementioned topics. BPG has to offer sufficient freedom – and

also sufficient direction – to people to truly use the benefits of Web 2.0 capabilities.

Creativity and collaboration need to be applied to achieve the organization’s goals

and provide value to the relevant stakeholders.

BPG is, in organizations, often addressed through a specialized Center of Excel-

lence (CoE). The CoE delivers process management services to the organizations,

provides the necessary standards, and enforces BPG rules and guidelines. The CoE

organizes the “Process of Process Management” and its roll out in the form of a

project portfolio. The main aspects to be considered while setting up a CoE are shown

in Fig. 6. Rosemann provides a detailed discussion on the service portfolio of BPM

centers of excellence (Rosemann 2010), and Jesus et al. show how a center of

excellence has been implemented at a Brazilian company (Jesus et al. 2010).

CoE in an MPE environment enforces the consequent realization of agility and

innovation. For example, it selects and enforces standards around the process life

cycle, supporting the “process factory”, such as an enterprise wide repository, or pro-

vides flexible process execution and controlling solutions to the entire organization.

BPG provides to an MPE environment enough freedom to achieve innovation

and agility and combines it with sufficient structure to ensure the alignment with the

overall strategy. It makes MPE the key link between strategy and operations

enabling sustainable high performance.

MPE expands a BPM approach through a consistent focus on innovation and

agility. It enables smart decisions and a fast execution of the resulting actions. MPE

is based on an industrialized management of all phases of a process life cycle in an

integrated way that links business strategy with operations through a systematic use
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of process assets. The focus of MPE on innovation is paramount since process

innovation is of the highest importance for most organizations. Key enablers are

flexible IT systems architectures like SOA. The appropriate governance for MPE

delivers enough structure to focus the approach and leaves the necessary freedom

for creative solutions.
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